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Abstract We investigate temporal factors in assessing the authoritativeness of web

pages. We present three different metrics related to time: age, event, and trend. These

metrics measure recentness, special event occurrence, and trend in revisions, respectively.

An experimental dataset is created by crawling selected web pages for a period of several

months. This data is used to compare page rankings by human users with rankings com-

puted by the standard PageRank algorithm (which does not include temporal factors) and

three algorithms that incorporate temporal factors, including the Time-Weighted PageRank

(TWPR) algorithm introduced here. Analysis of the rankings shows that all three temporal-

aware algorithms produce rankings more like those of human users than does the PageRank

algorithm. Of these, the TWPR algorithm produces rankings most similar to human users’,

indicating that all three temporal factors are relevant in page ranking. In addition, analysis

of parameter values used to weight the three temporal factors reveals that age factor has the

most impact on page rankings, while trend and event factors have the second and the least

impact. Proper weighting of the three factors in TWPR algorithm provides the best ranking

results.

Keywords Web ranking algorithm � Time-weighted ranking � Web authoritativeness �
PageRank � Link analysis � Search engine

1 Introduction

Web search engines are critical to enabling users to find the most useful resources for their

specific interest, one of the goals being to bring the most relevant web pages to the top
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ranked list for a given query. Most search engines include a ranking algorithm that

computes a page’s authoritativeness based on either the link structure of the Web, such as

HITS (Kleinberg 1999) and PageRank (Page et al. 1999; Brin and Page 1998), or mining of

users’ browse histories, such as BrowseRank (Liu et al. 2008), Traffic-weighted Ranking

(Meiss et al. 2008), and BookRank (Gonçalves et al. 2009). While all of these algorithms

produce useful rankings, overall, they do not incorporate temporal information of pages

which can be important to users’ interest in a particular page. Indeed, these algorithms may

be biased against more recent pages (Adamic and Huberman 2001; Cho and Roy 2004), as

such pages have had less time to accumulate in-links that contribute to their link-based

ranking, and less chance to be incorporated into a browse history.

In many situations a web user may be more interested in recent or actively updated

resources rather than older ones, even though the latter may appear to be more authori-

tative. A web page for an upcoming conference is clearly more interesting than a page for a

past conference; a link to the current version of an open-source software is probably more

useful than a link to an old one. Indeed, one can argue that search engines are most needed

for finding newer, more dynamic content; such items are less likely to be findable via web

directories, the Wikipedia, or other resources that a human user can turn to for help.

In this paper, we investigate the value of incorporating temporal aspects into the

authority ranking of web pages. Three temporal factors are examined: age, event, and

trend; these three capture the intuitive notion that a page with recent updates, special time

occurrence, or trend in revisions is potentially more interesting to users. These attributes

are computed from page timestamps (directly or by inference) and a modification history

that is stored during each web crawl; the event and trend factors require categorizing pages

and comparing the temporal history of pages in the same category, as described in Sect. 4.

We discuss other algorithms that use temporal information in Sect. 3, notably T-Rank
(Berberich et al. 2006) and TimedPR (Yu et al. 2005), which are included in our experi-

mental study.

We conducted experiments on selected-topic web data crawled daily for several months

to study the effectiveness of the proposed temporal factors in page ranking. We compared

PageRank, T-Rank, TimedPR, and an experimental algorithm by examining following

points: the time evolution effect in changing authoritativeness of web pages and a user

study in order to evaluate the quality of ranked results. For the user study, search results

returned by a given query are separately re-ranked according to authoritative scores pro-

duced by those algorithms and agreement on order asserted by a number of users. We

judged the quality by comparison of the rankings obtained from each algorithm to the

users’ rankings. Finally, we performed sensitivity analysis on parameter values used to

weight the three temporal factors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe the PageRank

algorithm in Sect. 2, and review some related work in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we define

measures of temporal factors, and then describe how to incorporate them in a temporal-

aware modification of PageRank. In Sect. 5, we report and discuss the results of experi-

ments. In Sect. 6, we suggest some future research directions. Finally, conclusions are

given in Sect. 7.

2 Review of PageRank

The basic definition of PageRank (Page et al. 1999) can be stated as follows. For each

crawl of the Web, we can construct a directed graph G = (V, E), with pages as the set of
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nodes V and their hyperlinks as the edges E , V2, without multiple edges. If page u [ V
has a link to page v [ V, it implies that the author of page u implicitly confers some

importance to page v. Let r(u) be the PageRank score of page u and t(u, v) be the pro-

portion of importance propagated from u to v. This value is normally set to 1/out(u), where

out(u) is the out-degree of page u in G. Therefore, a link (u, v) [ E confers r(u)/out(u) units

of rank to page v. This yields the following equation to calculate the PageRank score for all

web pages:

8v 2 V; rðkþ1ÞðvÞ ¼
X

u2BðvÞ
tðu; vÞrðkÞðuÞ

¼
X

u2BðvÞ

rðkÞðuÞ
outðuÞ;

ð1Þ

where B(v) represents the set of pages linking to v. The total amount of score conferred on

v is the summation of the score of each source page u divided by its out-degree. This

recursive definition requires an iterative computation, which repeats until the rank scores

are stable. In other words, the computation will stop when the size of the residual vector is

less than a pre-defined threshold d:

krðkþ1Þ � rðkÞk
1
\d: ð2Þ

This process is equivalent to a random walk on the directed graph G. A random surfer

visits a page u at time k then randomly chooses and follows a link from among u’s out-links

to page v—with the probability 1/out(u), also illustrated by t(u, v) in Eq. 1. Consequently,

the PageRank score of a page v can be defined as the probability of a random surfer landing

on v at a sufficiently large time step. Let n be the total number of pages contained in G, and

M be the (n 9 n)-square matrix describing the transition over G. The matrix entry mij is

thus assigned as 1/out(i) if there is a link from page i to page j, and the remainder are set to

0. From the power iteration of the matrix-vector multiplication of an eigensystem (Golub

and Loan 1996), the PageRank vector (r) can be considered as the principal eigenvector of

MT corresponding to eigenvalue 1:

r ¼ MT � r: ð3Þ
Consider the Markov chain induced by a random walk on the web graph G, the tran-

sition probability matrix M is said to be valid if it is a row-stochastic matrix—its row totals

equal 1. Hence, M must have no row consisting of all zeros. A general approach for dealing

with dangling pages1 is to add a set of artificial links from those pages to all pages. Let M0

be the (n 9 n)-square matrix with all entries in each row corresponding to a dangling page

are given by 1/n; otherwise, they are 0. Then, the modified PageRank is:

r ¼ ðMT þM0TÞ � r: ð4Þ
Moreover, the Ergodic Theorem for Markov chains (Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001; Ross

2002) guarantees that the PageRank formula will converge to a stationary probability

distribution if M is also aperiodic and irreducible. These requirements hold for a proper

Markov model; the former is in regard to the surfer possibly returns to a visited page in any

1 The pages with zero out-degree cause the PageRank leak problem (Page et al. 1999).
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time step, while the latter is in regard to every page directly links to every other page. In

fact, the web graph often contains sinks or isolated clusters.2 This problem can be solved

by adding a complete teleportation term to every page. This solution is reasonable for the

random surfer analogy: the random surfer, who follows links on the Web, at some time step

abandons link surfing and instead enters a new destination in the browser’s URL line. Let E
be the (n 9 n)-square matrix representing the teleportation over the web graph G in which

all entries have value 1/n. Then, the modification of PageRank can be expressed as:

r ¼ aðMT þM0TÞ þ ð1� aÞET
� �

� r

¼ aðMT þM0TÞ � rþ ð1� aÞET � r

¼ aðMT þM0TÞ � rþ ð1� aÞ 1

n

� �

n�1

:

ð5Þ

Here, the coefficient a is used to determine the weights of rank propagation and tele-

portation. Since the total probability ||r||1 = 1, the multiplication ET 9 r then returns a

uniform n-dimensional column vector, i.e., the total probability of random jumps to each

page is equal to 1/n.

3 Related work

Since the PageRank algorithm was published, it has been applied in many commercial

Web search engines and applications. In reality, however, the Web is dynamic; considering

only the number of page referrers for assessing authoritativeness is incomplete and inac-

curate. PageRank tends to prefer older to newer pages since the older ones tend to have

accumulated many in-links over time. Cho and Roy (2004) describe this ‘‘rich-get-richer’’

phenomenon where search engines usually report higher-PageRank pages at the top of

results. As a result, these pages receive more and more references from other Web’s

authors over time, while new-born pages are continually left behind. However, the old

pages may be outdated; the new pages may be more valuable. Cho et al. (2005) propose a

model to estimate quality of pages by analyzing the growth of their popularity—how many

references they receive over time. A page with fast growing trend should be considered as

potentially valuable, even though it is still unpopular.

There are also some studies that concentrate on integrating temporal aspects into the

PageRank algorithm. Baeza-Yates et al. (2002) assume that a page should be considered

good if it has a recent modification time, and already has other pages linked to it. They thus

propose a modified PageRank by weighting pages with an exponential decay function

according to their age, to counteract bias against new pages.

Yu et al. (2005) propose another temporal modification of PageRank in the context of

scientific publications, called TimedPageRank (TimedPR). The key concept is to weight

each citation by an exponential decay function according to publication time of the papers.

However, their technique cannot be directly applied to the Web. Although the citation

concept of scientific papers is quite similar to web hyperlinks, other aspects differ from

general web content. For instance, scientific papers have static information fixed at pub-

lication time. Since articles cannot be deleted, their citation counts are monotonically

increasing. In contrast, web pages can be modified and deleted both of content and links

2 The small self-loop cluster, having no connection back to main community, causes the PageRank sink
problem (Page et al. 1999).
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over time. Scientific papers can only refer to others further in the past; there are obviously

no citation loops. On the Web, the link structure contains many loops and references to

pages that are subsequently modified—becoming newer than their referrers and possibly

providing higher quality information. This factor affects the authoritativeness and should

be considered.

Berberich et al. (2006) specify a temporal window of interest to analyze freshness and

activity of both pages and links. They incorporate these two factors into PageRank, called

Time-Aware Authority Ranking (T-Rank), by weighting the page transition and random jump

probabilities. However, their proposal utilized a dataset on one specific web domain; it is

unclear how one can determine the temporal window of interest for the Web which contains

several domains. Their results may not be representative since each domain usually has its

own change behavior. For example, news pages having daily update should not dominate

other pages. Therefore, in dealing with the Web, the Web’s topics also should be considered.

Recently, several researchers, such as Burges et al. (2005), Richardson et al. (2006), Xu

and Li (2007), Geng et al. (2008), and Liu et al. (2010), have applied machine learning

techniques to train the ranking model using queries previously submitted to the search

engine and relevance information on retrieved results derived from user’s browse behavior,

to improve ranking quality. The success of this ‘‘learning to rank’’ approaches depends on

both query and document information, including their relevancy derived from users, as

well as parameter tuning of the machine learning techniques, in contrast to a simple link-

based ranking process investigated in this study.

4 Temporal aspects

In this section, we first describe quantitative measures of three temporal factors. To

evaluate the usefulness of these factors, we then present an experimental algorithm that

incorporates all three factors into the standard PageRank algorithm. Finally, we briefly

provide the detail of the other two temporal-based page ranking algorithms.

4.1 Temporal factors

The Web is continually changing; web pages are created, modified, or deleted over time.

Based on the assumptions: (1) authors modify their web pages to include higher quality and

more current information, (2) they update their web pages for special occurrences as well

as evolutionary trends, and (3) users often need or are interested in up-to-date information,

we can infer some authoritativeness of pages by their change behavior. We investigate the

first two factors (age and event) by examining the last modification time of pages, and the

last one (trend) by analyzing the pattern of modification times.

4.1.1 Age and inverse-age factors

We define the age factor to describe how old a web page is. This factor does not mean an

actual age of a web page since it was created, but rather the duration since last modifi-

cation. A recently updated page is assumed to be of higher quality than an older one.

Let TSStart and TSEnd be global constants that define the start- and end-time for which to

observe changes in web pages, with TSStart \ TSEnd. Let TSMod(u) denote a set of modi-

fication times of page u, and tsLast(u) [ TSMod(u) be the last modification time. The age

factor of a page u, AF(u), is simply defined in a linear time-scale as:
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AFðuÞ ¼
1 if tsLastðuÞ� TSStart;

TSEnd�tsLastðuÞ
TSEnd�TSStart

if TSStart\tsLastðuÞ� TSEnd;
0 otherwise:

8
<

: ð6Þ

This age function is bound by [0, 1]. Given the observation period TSStart through TSEnd,

the age factor of page u has the value 1 if it has never changed since TSStart, linearly

decreasing to 0 for pages with tsLast(u) [ (TSStart, TSEnd].

In order to assign more importance to recently modified pages, we complement AF(u) to

create the inverse-age factor IAF(u) defined as:

IAFðuÞ ¼ 1� AFðuÞ: ð7Þ

4.1.2 Event factor

When an event occurs, some web pages will be modified to provide up-to-date information

about the event. The more important the event is, the more web pages will be changed.

Observing the amount of change, we can infer not only that an event occurs but also how

important it is. However, we would expect to observe event-related updates primarily in

web pages related to the same topic as the event. Pages related to ‘‘sports’’ would likely be

updated for the Olympic Games; pages related to ‘‘entertainment’’ may be updated for a

new movie, for instance. In this study, we consider the last event that causes the change of

each web page, i.e., the event factor is analyzed by considering the last-modified time of a

page based on its topic.

Let C = {C1, C2,…, Cp} be a set of categories or topics containing non-overlapping

pages, i.e., if a page u [ Ci then u 62Cj for all j = i. Let I = {I1, I2,…, Iq} be a set of time

intervals such that Ii = (TSi-1, TSi] for 1 B i B q, where TSi is a pre-defined timestamp

with TSStart = TS0 \ TS1 \_\ TSq-1 \ TSq = TSEnd. Let page(Ci, Ij) be the number of

web pages that are categorized in Ci and have last-modified time in Ij. Then, the event

factor EF(u) of a page u is defined as:

EFðuÞ ¼
pageðCi ;IjÞPq

k¼1
pageðCi;IkÞ

if u 2 Ci and tsLastðuÞ 2 Ij;

0 otherwise:

(
ð8Þ

That is, the event factor of page u is the proportion of pages in the same category as u
that last changed in the same time interval. A large event value, i.e., a large fraction of web

pages changed, can infer that an important event occurred. Note that some web pages may

not be classified into any categories, or they may not be updated over the observation

period. In this case, we reasonably assign a zero value to them.

4.1.3 Trend factor

The age and event factors only consider the last modification time of web pages. We

hypothesize that the pattern of page updates in the past may also have significance in

estimating a page’s importance. A page that is modified in accordance with a particular or

general direction (e.g., business trend, fashion trend, etc.) reflects activeness in itself.

However, considering only trend in revisions of such a page without examining its kind of

topic may be biased and unfair to those pages which have already presented either correct

or reliable information. For instance, a news page will likely be updated daily, which

differs extremely from one containing historical information.
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A trend factor describes how similar the change behavior of a web page is to others in

the same category, based on the hypothesis that authoritative pages would behave in a

similar manner. We first introduce an ‘‘update profile’’ of each page based on the changes

over the observation period. Let x(u) be the m-dimensional vector representing the update

profile of page u, where m is the number of time units that u has been observed. Each entry

xi(u) corresponding to the i-th timestamp, tsi(u), is defined as:

xiðuÞ ¼
1 if tsiðuÞ 2 TSModðuÞ;
0 otherwise:

�
ð9Þ

However, directly comparing page profile of u with different pages will produce great

differences since there may be less possibility that web pages will be updated at the same

specific timestamps during an observation period. We thus reduce the dimension of the

profile from m to r by defining another set of time intervals I0 = {I01, I02,…, I0r} such that

I0i = (TS0i-1, TS0i] for 1 B i B r, where TS0i is a pre-defined timestamp,

TSStart = TS00 \ TS01 \_\ TS0r-1 \ TS0r = TSEnd, and an r-dimensional vector x0(u) to

represent a new update profile of u, where

x0iðuÞ ¼
X

8j:tsjðuÞ2I0i

xjðuÞ: ð10Þ

Similarly, we let x0(Cj) be the r-dimensional vector representing the update profile of a

category, where Cj [ C and

x0iðCjÞ ¼
P

u2Cj
x0iðuÞ

jCjj
: ð11Þ

That is, x0(Cj) refers to the average update profile of all pages contained in the same

category. Finally, the trend factor TF(u) of a page u is defined as:

TFðuÞ ¼ Simðx0ðuÞ; x0ðCjÞÞ if u 2 Cj;
0 otherwise:

�
ð12Þ

Here, Sim(�, �) can simply be the cosine similarity function used in the classical IR

(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1998). The trend factor of u is thus considered as the

similarity of its update profile to the profile of its category. For those web pages that may

not be classified into any categories, we assign a zero value to them.

4.2 Time-weighted ranking

In this section, we describe a new ranking function that incorporates the inverse-age, event,

and trend factors into PageRank. Let D be the set of dangling pages in the web graph G.

Let t(u, v) be the weight for a transition from page u to page v, and s(v) be the weight for a

random jump from any page to v. Then, the PageRank formula in Eq. 5 can be rewritten in

a general form as follows:

8v 2 V; rðvÞ ¼ a
X

u2ðBðvÞ[DÞ
tðu; vÞrðuÞ þ ð1� aÞsðvÞ: ð13Þ

Note that in the original PageRank, t(u, v) is set to either 1/out(u) if u [ B(v) or 1/n if

u [ D, and s(v) is set to 1/n. Some studies have suggested biasing the PageRank transition

matrix (Richardson and Domingos 2002) and jump vector (Haveliwala 2003). In this study,

our purpose is primarily to investigate the contribution of temporal information (i.e.,
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inverse-age, event, and trend) to page ranking by weighting in page transitions, and sub-

sequently to reduce the effect of bias against new-born pages by weighting page jumps

with only the inverse-age information.

4.2.1 Time-weighted transition

We introduce a transition probability based on the three temporal values of the target page.

Each value affects its authoritativeness. For example, a target page that is recently modified

but not updated for events or trend may still have importance based on its inverse-age

value.

For each page u [ V, let F(u) be the set of web pages that a page u connects to by either

its actual links or artificial links (in case u is a dangling page). Then, the time-weighted

transition is

tðu; vÞ ¼ x1IAFðvÞ þ x2EFðvÞ þ x3TFðvÞP
w2FðuÞ ðx1IAFðwÞ þ x2EFðwÞ þ x3TFðwÞÞ ð14Þ

with coefficients x1, x2, x3 [ [0, 1]. Equation 14 defines the rank propagation from page

u to target page v based on inverse-age, event, and trend values of v. In other words,

authoritativeness of the target page is determined by its up-to-dateness, event importance,

as well as trend in revisions, in comparison to all targets.

4.2.2 Age-biased vector

In terms of the random-walk model, a complete set of transition edges is artificially added

to cover all web pages with respect to the Ergodic Theorem (Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001;

Ross 2002). In Eq. 5 these artificial transitions were assigned a uniform probability dis-

tribution 1
n

� �
n�1

. To reduce the PageRank bias against new pages, we replace the uniform

vector by a vector s where the entry for each page v is its normalized inverse-age:

sðvÞ ¼ IAFðvÞ þ �P
w2V ðIAFðwÞ þ �Þ: ð15Þ

Equation 15 determines the probability in jumping to v based on a bias of page age.

Note that a positive minimal value � is also assigned to the entire pages to follow the

egodicity for the Markov chains (Grimmett and Stirzaker 2001; Ross 2002).

4.3 Temporal-based page ranking algorithms

Three temporal-aware algorithms, i.e., our proposed TWPR, T-Rank (Berberich et al.

2006), and TimedPR (Yu et al. 2005), considered in this paper are the variants of the

temporal based PageRank algorithms. TWPR incorporates three temporal factors: age,

event, and trend, in page ranking. It also needs category information to compute event and

trend factors. The age factor considers how much a page is up-to-date; the event factor

considers the group of pages that is updated according to the event; and finally the trend

factor considers the change of a page following those in the same group.

T-Rank incorporates two factors: freshness and activity, in its ranking calculation. The

freshness of both page and link is assigned as the highest freshness among the values

returned by a pre-defined freshness function corresponding to their modification times. The

activity of both page and link, indicating the frequency of change, is defined as the sum of
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their freshness values. For TimedPR, it incorporates only the age factor, which is defined

by a function of decay rate corresponding to the timestamp of a page, in its ranking

calculation.

At the methodological level, TWPR needs to detect page changes over a time period.

The modification time of a page is used in the age function; the category information of

that page is also needed in event and trend functions. All the three factors are then

combined, normalized, and employed in weighting the page transitions of the standard

PageRank algorithm. Moreover, only the normalized inverse-age value is employed in

weighting the random jumps. Similarly, T-Rank needs to detect both page and its links’

changes over a time period. It then weights both page transitions and random jumps using

both normalized freshness and activity values of that page and its links. Finally, TimedPR
observes page changes and uses the last modification time to calculate the age value. This

age value is then employed in weighting the page transitions.

5 Experimental results

We implemented four ranking algorithms: PR (Page et al. 1999), TWPR (new), T-Rank
(Berberich et al. 2006), and TimedPR (Yu et al. 2005), using the Java programming lan-

guage, and integrated them into our prototype Lucene-based searching system (Lucene

2009) for comparison of the quality of ranking results.

5.1 Dataset

As the source of web data, we selected a portion of the set of web pages from the e-Society

Project (Muraoka and Yamana 2005). To study the evolution of web pages, we daily

downloaded them from August 15th, 2008 until January 31st, 2009. Each snapshot contains

roughly 410,000 pages, and there are 390,717 pages (i.e., URLs) appearing in common for

every snapshot. The modification time of pages was detected by comparing consecutive

versions, but ignoring some special cases (e.g., a visit counter, date, time, etc.) that change

automatically when users visit a page. As described in Sects. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, TWPR needs

category information, we then simply used the category data obtained from the Open

Directory project (ODP) (DMOZ 2009). There are around 96% of pages in every snapshot

having their categories labeled by the ODP. Since the ODP provides hierarchical topics

indexed from most general to most specific, a page can then be categorized into more than

one topic according to a defined level. For example, a page in ‘‘Computers/Inter-
net/Searching/Directories/…’’ can be labeled as ‘‘Computers’’, ‘‘Com-
puters/Internet’’, and ‘‘Computers/Internet/Searching’’ corresponding

to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd topic levels, respectively.

For the experiments, each snapshot was translated into a graph structure for computing

authoritative scores; however, only the last one was indexed and retrieved by our searching

system. We conducted the experiments using a set of 30 sample queries, in which some of

them come from Dwork et al. (2001) and Haveliwala (2003); the remainder were randomly

chosen from the set of words appearing in the title field of web pages in the dataset. To

study the effect of the three temporal factors in page ranking, we asked five web

researchers in the Computer Engineering Department, Kasetsart University, Thailand, to

participate in the experiments, and fill out the questionnaire—in which class among

‘‘event’’, ‘‘trend’’, ‘‘history/fact’’, and ‘‘others’’ you would like to classify each query after

seeing the corresponding search results? Each researcher was then free to examine the
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resulting pages ranked by our tf-idf (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 1998) weight-based

search prototype. The queries were finally grouped in Table 1 by majority vote.

5.2 Evaluation measures

In this section, we detail the three measures used in this paper. The OSim and KSim metrics,

proposed by Haveliwala (2003), measure the similarity of any two ranked lists. OSimk(s1, s2)

determines the degree of overlap between the top-k documents of two rankings s1 and s2.

OSimkðs1; s2Þ ¼
jR1 \ R2j

k
; ð16Þ

where R1 and R2 are the lists of top-k documents contained in s1 and s2, respectively.

KSimk(s1, s2), a variant of Kendall’s s distance measure, determines the degree of

agreement in which pairwise distinct documents u and v within top-k rank have the same

relative order in both rankings s1 and s2. Consider two lists R1 and R2 of top-k document

rankings. Let U be the union of documents contained in both lists and define R01 as the

extension of R1 to add the elements U - R1 after all the documents in R1. Similarly, R02 is

also defined as the extension of R2. KSim is then given as:

KSimkðs1; s2Þ ¼
jfðu; vÞ : R01;R

0
2 agree on order of ðu; vÞ and u 6¼ vgj
jUj � ðjUj � 1Þ : ð17Þ

As in most Kendall-based measures, KSim also suffers from disagreements that occur at

any part of the long ranked list (Melucci 2007). However, the main goal of the experiments

is to use KSim to simply measure the similarity of two short-list rankings, i.e., the first 5,

10, or 20 results that most web searchers look for. Further, a higher KSim value implies that

the former pair of rankings are more similar than the latter.

The normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), proposed by Järvelin and Ke-

käläinen (2000, 2002), measures ranking accuracies when there are multiple levels of

relevance judgement. Given a query and a ranking s, NDCG computed at top-k documents

is given as:

NDCGkðsÞ ¼ Zk

Xk

i¼1

2rðiÞ � 1

log2ðiþ 1Þ; ð18Þ

Table 1 Queries used in the experiments

Event Trend History/Fact Others

christmas blues affirmative action amusement park

disaster business architecture music

earthquake cruise astronomy rock climbing

film festival fashion lyme disease soccer

hurricane game parallel computing sushi

olympic graphic design risk management

presidential election innovation socialism

science conference marketing

tournament tattoo
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where r(i) is the gain value associated with the document at the i-th position of the ranking

and Zk is a normalization factor to guarantee that a perfect of this top-k ranking will receive

the score of one. Note that the gain value of a document is usually defined as a relevant

score; however, in our experimental evaluation we define it as a users’ preference score

when seeing that document corresponding to a given query.

5.3 Results and discussions

We conducted experiments on our crawled web data to study the page authority assessment

of the PR, TWPR, T-Rank, and TimedPR methods. In the following, we first discuss the

time evolution of authoritativeness. Then, we describe results of a user study to evaluate

the quality of ranked results obtained by a pre-defined set of queries listed in Table 1.

To assess the authoritativeness of web pages in each crawling snapshot, we first set

parameters used in the computation of TWPR as follows: TSStart = the date of the first

crawl (August 15th, 2008), TSEnd = the date of the last crawled version under consider-

ation, C = a set of the 3rd level categories of ODP, I = a set of all 5-day intervals starting

from the first crawl, the coefficients x1 = x2 = x3 = 1/3, and a small constant

� = 10-10. We simply set the interval I0 to be the same as I in all experiments. For the

T-Rank method (Berberich et al. 2006), the temporal window of interest was set to cover

the period from TSStart to TSEnd, which are the same values defined for TWPR. For all of

other parameters, including for the PR (Page et al. 1999) and TimedPR (Yu et al. 2005)

methods, we used the default values as defined by the authors. In addition, we fix the value

of the parameter a = 0.85 (Page et al. 1999; Haveliwala 1999) and d = 10-10.

For a crawling snapshot, we first computed an authoritative score for each web page

according to a ranking method, and then sorted them from highest to lowest to produce a

ranked list. To investigate the time evolution effect (i.e., how the authoritativeness changes

over time), we compared the lists of top authoritative web pages obtained from those four

ranking methods for several consecutive fortnights. Figure 1 shows the evolution of top-

1000 authorities in terms of OSim and KSim. Note that the observation period starts from

August 15th, 2008 until January 31st, 2009. Hence, each point on the graph is the similarity

between the ranking at that time and that of the previous fortnight.

As shown in the figure, PR yields OSim values of 0.92-0.97 (average 0.95) and KSim
values of 0.88-0.94 (average 0.91). This implies that PR produces nearly the same

rankings over the entire observation period on the experimental dataset. In contrast, the

consecutive rankings of TWPR, T-Rank, and TimedPR have lower similarities because of

their temporal approach. We also see that TWPR produces more similar rankings than

T-Rank and TimedPR, respectively. This phenomenon may come from the effect of both

event and trend factors in TWPR that allow some authoritative web pages in the past to be

ranked in the top authorities. In addition, all three temporal-aware ranking methods show

the lowest consecutive-ranking similarities at 31-12-2008, due to several factors; one of

which may be the New Year event.

To evaluate the quality of page rankings of those methods with respect to human users’

notion of pages’ preference, we conducted a user study involving twenty-seven web search

researchers in the Computer Science and Engineering Department of Waseda University,

Japan. In the study, all ranking methods were integrated into the search prototype. We

employed the last snapshot (i.e., January 31st, 2009) and the 30 sample queries in Table 1

in the experiments.

To simulate a normal searching situation, all users had been briefly told the objective of

the research, but not known in advance the algorithm used to rank the results. Since we
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interest in studying the effect of temporal factors on the page ranking, we simply assume

that a resulting page is relevant to a given query if it contains the query term(s). For a given

query, we then separated the top-30 web pages from the tf-idf weight (Baeza-Yates and

Ribeiro-Neto 1998) as the result, and asked those twenty-seven users to grade them. Each

user can freely assign a score to each resulting page from 0 (unsatisfactory) to 3 (most

satisfactory) based on his/her own preference or perspective, although some queries seem

ambiguous.

We finally aggregated the users’ agreement assessments and sorted them from highest to

lowest to create a baseline ranking for comparisons. In any case, when some web results

have equal aggregated scores, we simply ordered them by their original tf-idf scores. We

chose the queries ‘‘christmas’’, ‘‘fashion’’, and ‘‘astronomy’’, to extensively

study the effect of the event, trend, and age factors, respectively. Table 2 concludes the

users’ ranking agreement of those three queries, and the average ones for all queries listed

in the Table 1, in term of the Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss 1971). According to the guideline

proposed by Landis and Koch (1977), all these values are quite significant, indicating that

the baseline rankings by this set of human users are in substantial agreement.

We now discuss the results of the comparisons between the baseline ranking and the

ranking of the methods for the selected queries relating to event (‘‘christmas’’), trend

(‘‘fashion’’), and fact (‘‘astronomy’’), respectively. We illustrate the rank similarities

and average in-degrees per web page of the top-10 results in Fig. 2 and Table 3. In Fig. 2,

it is clearly seen that for the ‘‘christmas’’ and ‘‘fashion’’ queries, all temporal-aware

methods present much higher OSim similarity to the users’ ranking than does the PR
method (the KSim is higher as well). This probably comes from the fact that the temporal-

aware methods rank web pages which contain the recent Christmas event as well as new

fashion trend. Supported by Table 3, the PR method more highly ranks web pages with

high in-degrees, while the others boost the more recent or active ones that have lower
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in-degrees in the top of rankings. We also observe that the average in-degrees resulted

from TWPR are closest to the users’ rankings. In addition, for the ‘‘christmas’’ query,

TimedPR shows the highest OSim since it prefers most recent pages, while TWPR agrees

on some important pages that occurred in the past and were also affected by the event and

trend factors. However, for the ‘‘fashion’’ query, TWPR shows the highest OSim since

the users expect the new fashion trend continually acting from the past. The NDCG scores

for the top-10 results corresponding to these three queries, produced by the four methods

are given in Fig. 3. Note that the function r(i) in Eq. 18 refers to the average users’

assessment scores associated with the result page at the i-th position in the ranking.

Similarly, all three temporal-aware methods can produce higher NDCG score than does the

PR method for the ‘‘christmas’’ and ‘‘fashion’’ queries.

Table 2 Users’ ranking agree-
ment in term of the Fleiss’ kappa

Query Top-5 Top-10 Top-20

christmas 0.943 0.775 0.743

fashion 0.857 0.743 0.735

astronomy 0.786 0.733 0.681

Event 0.881 0.786 0.696

Trend 0.814 0.740 0.660

History/Fact 0.861 0.754 0.687

Others 0.834 0.748 0.664
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Fig. 2 Similarities at top-10 results between the users’ rankings and the rankings produced by the four
methods for the queries ‘‘christmas’’, ‘‘fashion’’, and ‘‘astronomy’’, respectively

Table 3 Average in-degrees per web page for top-10 results produced by the users and the ranking methods

Query Users PR TWPR T-Rank TimedPR

christmas 24 58 23 26 20

fashion 31 46 29 27 17

astronomy 49 63 42 30 24
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We also investigated how well the temporal-aware methods can induce web pages

relating to fact. The results of the ‘‘astronomy’’ query, shown in Fig. 2, show that TWPR
still results the highest OSim (and KSim as well), equal to that of the PR method. It is not

surprising that PR yields much higher OSim than those of the previous two queries, and

also higher than T-Rank and TimedPR, respectively. Likewise, for the NDCG scores shown

in Fig. 3, PR gives the highest value (that of TWPR is almost equal to that of PR as well). It

is possible that the users expect web pages to contain some truthful information. Also

shown in Table 3, the users, the PR, and TWPR methods prefer web pages with high in-

degrees. To further investigate this preference, the top-10 results obtained from the users

and the ranking methods are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

As shown in the tables, the PR method produces seven of ten web pages overlapping

with the users’ ranking, while the temporal-aware methods, i.e., TWPR, T-Rank, and

TimedPR, produce overlaps of seven, six, and four, respectively, that yield the OSim values

given in Fig. 2. We manually examined each of these results and observed that there are

four unchanged (static) web pages contained in the users’ ranking (rank numbers 4, 7, 8,

and 10). The first one is a web portal while the latter three are online articles. As expected,

the PR method produces the highest number of static pages (rank numbers 1, 4, 5, 7, and

8); however, four of them overlap with the users’ ranking. TWPR agrees on two static

pages at rank numbers 9 and 10 that have very high in-degrees. These two pages overlap

with the users’ ranking, too. Moreover, we observe that the page at rank number 2 contains

several sub-topics of science articles; some part mentions about astronomy. Although this

page appears to have low relevancy for the ‘‘astronomy’’ query, it is recently updated

and also active. So it may still be interesting to users. Finally, the other two temporal-aware

methods produce all of the new web pages; especially, TimedPR captures most recently

updated ones. In addition, their results contain the same two low relevance pages at rank

numbers 1 and 7 as obtained from T-Rank, and rank numbers 1 and 8 as obtained from

TimedPR, respectively.

To present the overall quality of rankings, for every query in the same list, we summed up

and normalized the scores obtained from the comparisons between the baseline ranking (i.e.,

users’ ranking) and the ranking of that method. We illustrate here the average OSim, KSim,

and NDCG scores for the queries corresponding to pages related to ‘‘Event’’, ‘‘Trend’’,

‘‘History/Fact’’, and ‘‘Others’’ for the top-5, 10, and 20 results in Fig. 4. As expected, for

‘‘Event’’ and ‘‘Trend’’ related web pages all three temporal-aware methods provide much

higher OSim, KSim, and NDCG to users’ rankings than does PageRank. The similarities

OSim and KSim increase as more results are included (i.e., from top-5 to top-20);
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Table 4 Top-10 results of the ‘‘astronomy’’ query obtained from Users and produced by PR

Top-10 results obtained from Users

1 NASA - Home

http://www.nasa.gov

2 Astronomy Now Online

http://www.astronomynow.com

3 NASA - NASA News and Features

http://www.nasa.gov/news

4 Astronomy Picture of the Day’s Educational Links

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/lib/edlinks.html

5 Astronomy Picture of the Day Archive

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html

6 Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme

http://publish.aps.org/PACS

7 Public Education and Outreach - Center for Astrophysics & Space Sciences

http://cass.ucsd.edu/public/astroed.html

8 Astronomy: Stars and Planets

http://jumk.de/astronomie/astronomy.shtml

9 Astronomy articles, forums, listings, and other resources about
Astronomy

http://www.astronomy.net

10 astronomy 18th century

http://www.cosmicelk.net/astronomy18c.htm

Top-10 results produced by PR

1 Public Education and Outreach - Center for Astrophysics & Space Sciences

http://cass.ucsd.edu/public/astroed.html

2 NASA - Home

http://www.nasa.gov

3 Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme

http://publish.aps.org/PACS

4 Institute for Astronomy - Department of Physics - ETH

http://www.astro.phys.ethz.ch

5 Astronomy: Stars and Planets

http://jumk.de/astronomie/astronomy.shtml

6 Physics and Astronomy - University of Canterbury - New Zealand

http://www.phys.canterbury.ac.nz

7 astronomy 18th century

http://www.cosmicelk.net/astronomy18c.htm

8 Astronomy Picture of the Day’s Educational Links

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/lib/edlinks.html

9 Department of Astronomy - University of Florida

http://www.astro.ufl.edu

10 Astronomy Picture of the Day Archive

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html
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Table 5 Top-10 results of the ‘‘astronomy’’ query produced by TWPR and T-Rank

Top-10 results produced by TWPR

1 NASA - NASA News and Features

http://www.nasa.gov/news

2 Science Daily: News & Articles in Science, Health, Environment
& Technology

http://www.sciencedaily.com

3 NASA - Home

http://www.nasa.gov

4 Astronomy Now Online

http://www.astronomynow.com

5 Astronomy Picture of the Day Archive

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html

6 SkyandTelescope.com - News from Sky & Telescope

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news

7 Space news and articles from Scientific American

http://www.scientificamerican.com/space

8 Astronomy articles, forums, listings, and other resources about
Astronomy

http://www.astronomy.net

9 Astronomy: Stars and Planets

http://jumk.de/astronomie/astronomy.shtml

10 Astronomy Picture of the Day’s Educational Links

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/lib/edlinks.html

Top-10 results produced by T-Rank

1 Science Daily: News & Articles in Science, Health, Environment
& Technology

http://www.sciencedaily.com

2 NASA - NASA News and Features

http://www.nasa.gov/news

3 Astronomy Now Online

http://www.astronomynow.com

4 NASA - Home

http://www.nasa.gov

5 SkyandTelescope.com - News from Sky & Telescope

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news

6 Astronomy Picture of the Day Archive

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html

7 EarthSky Science Podcasts: A clear Voice for Science

http://www.earthsky.org

8 Astronomy articles, forums, listings, and other resources about Astronomy

http://www.astronomy.net

9 Solarark high accurate Astronomy Softwares

http://www.solarark.fi

10 Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme

http://publish.aps.org/PACS
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these values increase rapidly until the top-10 for all temporal-aware methods, indicating

that they can identify the pages most relevant to human users’ preference within the top

few results. This is an advantage since, as reported by Silverstein et al. (1999), most users

usually browse only the top-ten results. Moreover, the NDCG scores of all temporal-aware

methods are quite high and unvaried, indicating that each result appearing earlier in the

ranked list is indeed preferred by users.

For the results concerning ‘‘History/Fact’’ documents shown in Fig. 4c, as expected the

PR method can produce better rankings to users than the temporal-aware methods; it shows

all the highest scores in OSim as well as some in both KSim and NDCG, proving that users

in general prefer web pages contained reliable factual information although they are not

recently updated. However, for all of those results, TWPR produces the second highest

scores (in some cases, the highest), while the scores of T-Rank and TimedPR are the third

highest and the lowest, respectively. Finally, for the ‘‘Others’’ results as shown in Fig. 4d,

all temporal-aware methods still give higher OSim, KSim, and NDCG to users’ ranking

than does the PR method. In conclusion, we see that the TWPR method outperforms the

others in most cases in the experiments.

5.4 Sensitivity analysis

We now investigate the effect of parameters specified in the TWPR method. The param-

eters can be divided into two groups: external and internal parameters. The former is in

regard to the levels of hierarchical topics in ODP (DMOZ 2009) and the width of the time

Table 6 Top-10 results of the ‘‘astronomy’’ query produced by TimedPR

Top-10 results produced by TimedPR

1 Science Daily: News & Articles in Science, Health, Environment
& Technology

http://www.sciencedaily.com

2 NASA - NASA News and Features

http://www.nasa.gov/news

3 Astronomy News & Links

http://www.astrophys.org

4 Astronomy Now Online

http://www.astronomynow.com

5 SkyandTelescope.com - News from Sky & Telescope

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news

6 NASA - Home

http://www.nasa.gov

7 Universe Today

http://www.universetoday.com

8 EarthSky Science Podcasts: A clear Voice for Science

http://www.earthsky.org

9 Solarark high accurate Astronomy Softwares

http://www.solarark.fi

10 Astronomy articles, forums, listings, and other resources about Astronomy

http://www.astronomy.net
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Fig. 4 Average similarities and NDCG scores at top-5, 10, and 20 results. (a) Results for queries in
‘‘Event’’ list. (b) Results for queries in ‘‘Trend’’ list. (c) Results for queries in ‘‘History/Fact’’ list. (d)
Results for queries in ‘‘Others’’ list
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intervals, i.e., C and I, respectively. The latter is in regard to the coefficients x1, x2, and

x3, which are the weights of the inverse-age, event, and trend factors. For the remaining

parameters, the coefficient a in Eq. 13 is assigned as 0.85, a small constant � in Eq. 15 is

set to 10-10, and the residual error d is 10-10. We conducted the experiments by employing

the last crawled web pages on January 31st, 2009 as well as the 30 queries. We also used

the baseline rankings obtained from the users for comparisons. In the following, we

examine only the top-10 results.

To study the effects of the external parameters, we set the weights xi to the same

constant value (i.e., 1/3) but vary C and I. We let C@x be the set of categories corre-

sponding to the x-th level in ODP, and I@y be the set of observation time intervals for

every y consecutive days. For the experiments, we compared the rankings produced from

twelve combinations of C and I with the baseline rankings as well as calculated the NDCG
scores for the queries corresponding to ‘‘Event’’, ‘‘Trend’’, ‘‘History/Fact’’, and ‘‘Others’’

lists, as depicted in Table 7. We observe that the results for queries in each list behave in

the similar way as follows: at C@1, varying I does not affect the rankings; the

OSim, KSim, and NDCG scores are quite unvaried. The reason is that categories are too

general at the first level; there are many web pages contained in each category. Since a

proportion of modified web pages within a specific time interval to the whole pages in the

same category is very small, when varying I (i.e., from I@1 through I@7) the event effect

for a web page is almost the same. Similarly, an update profile of a category would not be

affected when varying I since it is created from averaging the large amount of pages’

profiles contained in that category. The trend effect corresponding to each defined

observation time interval I for a web page is then quite similar. However, the time interval

I has much more effect when changing C to C@2 and C@3, respectively. Setting C@2 or

C@3, and varying I from I@1 through I@7 can produce better rankings. The reason may

be that I@1 represents too short period. Modifying certain web pages within the same short

time interval has less probability, while I@3 through I@7 gaps are more flexible. From the

table, we can observe that the combination of C@3 and I@5 is an optimal setting for this

experimental dataset.

Subsequently, we examine the effect of varying the remaining internal parameters. For

this, we fixed the external parameter values at C@3 and I@5. The variations of three

coefficients employed for the following experiments are concluded in Table 8. We com-

pared the rankings produced from these seven combinations of TWPR with the baseline

rankings and calculated the NDCG scores for the queries corresponding to ‘‘Event’’,

‘‘Trend’’, ‘‘History/Fact’’, and ‘‘Others’’ lists, respectively. The results are shown in

Table 9. Note that we also repeat the OSim, KSim, and NDCG scores for the top-10 results

of the PR method, given in Fig. 4, here for comparisons.

From the overall results, we can conclude that the inverse-age factor is the most

influential, while the trend and event factors have the second and the least impact,

respectively. This means that users prefer newer as well as up-to-date web pages rather

than those which were updated in the past. However, the combinations with more than one

factor can produce better rankings; especially, TWPRAET provides the best results in this

dataset. Moreover, we found that the event factor is more significant in page ranking for

queries in the ‘‘Event’’ list. The combination TWPRAE produces the second highest value.

This indicates that the event factor can influence web pages containing recent event

information closed to users’ preferences. Similarly, the results for queries in the ‘‘Trend’’

list, the trend factor can influence web pages containing information continually changed

by trend, closed to users’ preferences, as well. TWPRAT can produce the second highest

OSim and KSim, and TWPRET produce the second highest NDCG. However, the results for
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Table 7 Average similarities and NDCG scores for the queries in ‘‘Event’’, ‘‘Trend’’, ‘‘History/Fact’’, and
‘‘Others’’ lists at top-10 results of TWPR setting x1 = x2 = x3 = 1/3 but varying the values of C and I

I@1 I@3 I@5 I@7

(a) Results for queries in ‘‘Event’’ list

C@1 OSim 0.548 0.548 0.553 0.553

KSim 0.531 0.539 0.551 0.547

NDCG 0.748 0.752 0.755 0.753

C@2 OSim 0.582 0.589 0.652 0.649

KSim 0.541 0.564 0.569 0.565

NDCG 0.855 0.878 0.881 0.879

C@3 OSim 0.614 0.649 0.668 0.665

KSim 0.552 0.558 0.573 0.575

NDCG 0.874 0.885 0.886 0.879

(b) Results for queries in ‘‘Trend’’ list

C@1 OSim 0.553 0.553 0.557 0.561

KSim 0.529 0.543 0.549 0.551

NDCG 0.776 0.784 0.789 0.787

C@2 OSim 0.585 0.591 0.655 0.652

KSim 0.532 0.607 0.684 0.682

NDCG 0.834 0.855 0.869 0.871

C@3 OSim 0.609 0.654 0.697 0.693

KSim 0.561 0.624 0.728 0.679

NDCG 0.863 0.924 0.935 0.919

(c) Results for queries in ‘‘History/Fact’’ list

C@1 OSim 0.551 0.554 0.559 0.559

KSim 0.521 0.525 0.531 0.533

NDCG 0.803 0.797 0.826 0.813

C@2 OSim 0.577 0.579 0.593 0.594

KSim 0.529 0.532 0.535 0.535

NDCG 0.835 0.841 0.856 0.839

C@3 OSim 0.662 0.684 0.687 0.682

KSim 0.658 0.663 0.664 0.661

NDCG 0.884 0.882 0.893 0.887

(d) Results for queries in ‘‘Others’’ list

C@1 OSim 0.549 0.551 0.554 0.561

KSim 0.506 0.533 0.552 0.544

NDCG 0.785 0.804 0.816 0.796

C@2 OSim 0.579 0.588 0.636 0.628

KSim 0.516 0.566 0.641 0.639

NDCG 0.813 0.824 0.856 0.849

C@3 OSim 0.603 0.642 0.652 0.658

KSim 0.597 0.635 0.659 0.648

NDCG 0.859 0.884 0.897 0.892

The bold text highlights the highest value
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queries in the ‘‘History/Fact’’ list, although the PR method shows better rankings, TWPR
which incorporates all three temporal factors can result the second highest value. Finally,

we observe that inverse-age factor alone (i.e., TWPRA) can produce better results for all

queries, except those in ‘‘History/Fact’’ list, than does the standard PageRank.

6 Future research directions

There are still several research issues to pursue. We will mention some of them as follows.

For the model itself, many questions are still interesting to answer. For example, we simply

use a linear time-scale to define the decay rate of the age factor. It will thus be interesting

to study the effect of the age factor using other decay functions. Second, we set both

observed time interval equally in studying the event and trend effects. Therefore, it will

also be interesting to further explore those effects with different pairs of the observation

periods. Third, as most of the experimental web pages have been selected in common with

those in the ODP, we are then simply able to employ the category information from the

ODP, on leaving the effect of non-categorized pages to zero. Hence, it will be interesting to

experiment with larger datasets in which many pages have no categorical data. Last but not

least, it will be interesting to study the effect from the size of the category, i.e., the number

of documents in a category, as well.

To scale up to the Web, it may be interesting to explore existing categorization tech-

niques, such as those proposed by Fan et al. (2008), Tang et al. (2009), and Liu et al.

(2005). However, in many situations it may be unnecessary to apply categorization tech-

nique to the whole web collection. Sometimes search engine administrators just would like

to boost some groups of pages for some special purposes. For example, only some groups

of web pages that are modified within a gap of 3 months before the up-coming new year,

with the expect for some special occurrences, will just be categorized.

To deal with multiple topics on a web page, it can be planned to exploit a page

segmentation algorithm, e.g., VIPS (Cai et al. 2003a, b), to extract semantic blocks and

treat them as topic units (Cai et al. 2004). For such units, they have the same modification

time if they belong to the same page. TWPR can then be used to compute an authoritative

score for a unit. All units’ scores of a page can be later aggregated and normalized to

produce the final ranked score.

Since update information of a web page used in the experiments is extracted by daily

crawling and simply differing the consecutive versions, one possible optimization would

adapt a model for predicting change (Cho and Garcia-Molina 2003a, b) in order to save

time and resource. In addition, many pages are automatically changed in corresponding

with a user visit (e.g., a visit counter, the time of day, or even parameters in the URL, etc.)

Table 8 Internal parameter set-
tings correspond to the notation
of TWPR

Notation x1 x2 x3

TWPRA 1 0 0

TWPRE 0 1 0

TWPRT 0 0 1

TWPRAE 1/2 1/2 0

TWPRAT 1/2 0 1/2

TWPRET 0 1/2 1/2

TWPRAET 1/3 1/3 1/3
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In this study, we simply employed a modification time in HTTP header, and size of a page

in bytes, to detect changes. However, in the future, it will be interesting to approximate a

static version of each dynamic page by exploring the techniques proposed by Minamide

(2005) to detect such changes.

Finally, as in most ranking algorithms, combating spam is currently an important issue

for web search designers, our approach here has also no exception. As long as a novel

ranking technique is continually published, spammers can always follow, try, and finally

Table 9 Average similarities
and NDCG scores for the queries
in ‘‘Event’’, ‘‘Trend’’, ‘‘History/
Fact’’, and ‘‘Others’’ lists at top-
10 results of TWPR (setting
C@3, I@5, and weights as in
Table 8), and PR

The bold and italic texts highlight
the first and the second highest
values, respectively

Notation OSim KSim NDCG

(a) Results for queries in ‘‘Event’’ list

TWPRA 0.586 0.553 0.887

TWPRE 0.574 0.502 0.883

TWPRT 0.563 0.523 0.849

TWPRAE 0.652 0.561 0.894

TWPRAT 0.649 0.558 0.877

TWPRET 0.627 0.553 0.881

TWPRAET 0.668 0.573 0.886

PR 0.344 0.258 0.557

(b) Results for queries in ‘‘Trend’’ list

TWPRA 0.612 0.564 0.901

TWPRE 0.524 0.463 0.876

TWPRT 0.548 0.516 0.903

TWPRAE 0.635 0.624 0.896

TWPRAT 0.688 0.717 0.898

TWPRET 0.631 0.597 0.905

TWPRAET 0.697 0.728 0.935

PR 0.352 0.296 0.571

(c) Results for queries in ‘‘History/Fact’’ list

TWPRA 0.584 0.531 0.877

TWPRE 0.483 0.352 0.864

TWPRT 0.537 0.404 0.869

TWPRAE 0.628 0.552 0.883

TWPRAT 0.634 0.608 0.891

TWPRET 0.597 0.487 0.884

TWPRAET 0.687 0.664 0.893

PR 0.697 0.548 0.903

(d) Results for queries in ‘‘Others’’ list

TWPRA 0.576 0.513 0.893

TWPRE 0.496 0.434 0.874

TWPRT 0.533 0.471 0.879

TWPRAE 0.602 0.566 0.895

TWPRAT 0.647 0.615 0.886

TWPRET 0.586 0.526 0.874

TWPRAET 0.652 0.659 0.897

PR 0.349 0.374 0.488
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succeed to spam it. However, the key factor as claimed in many studies (e.g., Richardson

et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2010, etc.) is that the technique should be difficult for spamming.

However, we believe that web pages with up-to-dateness, event-related changes, and trend

in revisions, are authoritative. In addition, the ranking effect from event and trend also

needs the neighbor pages to change within the same observation period. It is then expected

that spammers could succeed to spam such pages using much more effort, as those pages

must often be modified, and changed in corresponding to event and trend of the other pages

during an observation period.

7 Conclusions

For many web queries, users seek current or actively maintained information; hence, one

would expect that time-related factors of a web page can contribute to establishing its

usefulness to human web searchers. In this paper, we present a novel link-based ranking

algorithm that incorporates the temporal factors into the authority ranking of web pages.

We also study the effectiveness of the other two temporal-aware ranking algorithms. The

experiments with the user study, using a sample set of web pages and a set of selected

queries, show that the temporal-aware algorithms outperform the standard PageRank

almost all cases. However, in overall quality of rankings, our TWPR algorithm, which

incorporates age, event, and trend factors, provides rankings most similar to human users’

preference.
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